Abstract-The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method is used in a variety of engineering and scientific applications for enabling multi-physics simulations. Unfortunately, the ALE method can suffer from simulation failures that require users to adjust parameters iteratively in order to complete a simulation. In this paper, we present a supervised learning framework for predicting conditions leading to simulation failures. To our knowledge, this is the first time machine learning has been applied to ALE simulations. We propose a novel learning representation for mapping the ALE domain onto a supervised learning formulation. We analyze the predictability of these failures and evaluate our framework using well-known test problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
As high-performance computing (HPC) becomes ever more powerful, scientists are able to perform highly complex simulations that couple multiple physics at different scales. The price that comes with this capability is that the simulations become much more difficult to use. One of the main culprits causing this difficulty are simulation failures. A common example can be found in hydrodynamics simulations that utilize the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method [1] , [7] , [23] , which requires users to adjust a set of parameters to control mesh motion during the simulation. Finding the right combination of parameters to adjust in order to avoid the failures and complete the simulation is often a trial-anderror process that is a significant pain point for users.
In general, ALE consists of two phases: 1) an arbitrary number of Lagrangian steps followed by 2) an advective remap phase to relax the mesh. There are numerous parameters a user can adjust to determine how the mesh moves during the remap phase, ranging from purely Lagrangian (move mesh with fluid) to purely Eulerian (fix mesh in space) to some arbitrarily specified way. For a given problem, identifying which parameters to adjust, when and by how much is as much art as science. Often, finding the right ALE strategy requires many iterations (simulation fails, adjust parameters, and rollback) that can be disruptive and time consuming.
Currently, developing an ALE strategy is an ad-hoc process that relies mainly on the knowledge and experience of the user. There are approaches [10] , [15] , [3] for automatic remeshing or rezoning during the remap phase, but they are inadequate for multi-physics simulations, because they do not take into account the physics. Recent advances in numerical methods, such as using high-order curvilinear finite elements [5] , [6] , are more robust to simulation failures, but they still require user-driven parameter adjustments that can be disruptive. For ALE simulations, there are two general ways that failures can occur: 1) mesh geometry becomes distorted or 2) physical quantities become distorted. A well-known example of mesh geometry distortion is mesh zone tangling, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a), which corrupts the numerics around that tangled mesh zone and causes the simulation to halt. Simulations can also fail when physical quantities become distorted. One such example is anomalous hot spots (Figure 1(b) ), which can occur when a physical quantity, such as energy density, spikes to unphysical levels within a mesh zone and causes the simulation to halt.
In this paper, we focus on predicting mesh tangling failures, which is a much more common problem plaguing current ALE codes. We propose a supervised learning framework for predicting conditions leading to these failures. In the following sections, we present a novel learning representation for ALE simulations, along with procedures for generating labeled data and training a predictive model, using the random forest learning algorithm. We present a set of experiments designed to analyze the predictability of failures in terms of the features, and evaluate the performance of our learning framework. Finally, we show how to incorporate the predictions into an actual relaxation strategy and demonstrate its usage on two well-known test problems.
II. RELATED WORK
Machine learning has been applied to prediction [21] , [16] , [9] and avoidance [14] , [11] of system faults in diverse problem domains, such as HPC hardware and industrial processes. However, these approaches are not readily applicable to simulation failures because: 1) faults are inherently stochastic, stemming from hardware, whereas simulation failures are deterministic and repeatable; 2) data sources differ (e.g., system logs vs. simulation state); and 3) avoiding faults generally means removing faulty hardware, whereas avoiding simulation failures involves parameter adjustments. Currently, machine learning is applied to simulation data mainly for post-processing. In computational fluid dynamics, fluid features, such as vortices, are extracted automatically from simulation data using adaptive boosting [22] , [2] . Machine learning has also been used to understand and mitigate certain kinds of model form uncertainty in Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) turbulence models [12] , [13] .
A common problem across scientific domains is the need for robust feature methods to encode high-dimensional data. In computational chemistry, machine learning is used to extract lower dimensional reaction coordinates from large simulation data [17] , [19] and to learn the lower dimensional manifold that the higher dimensional molecular simulation data occupies [8] . In this work, we represent a complex simulation state with a small set of mesh quality metrics [20] .
III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we present a machine learning framework for predicting conditions leading to ALE simulation failures. Our goal is to semi-automate the tedious development process for ALE strategies by exploiting supervised learning, which is well-suited to this problem since we can observe a running simulation and its end result. Figure 2 shows a high-level overview diagram of our proposed supervised learning framework. From an ALE simulation run, we collect labeled training data that can be used by a learning algorithm. We use the learning algorithm to derive statistical models for predicting conditions leading to simulation failures. For future simulation runs, we input these models into an inference algorithm that can be used to assist the development of ALE strategies.
A. Learning Representation
One of the main design choices for our framework is the learning representation, which maps the problem domain onto the building blocks of supervised learning: learning instances, features, and class labels. For ALE simulations, we have the current state-of-the-practice as a guide: how do users use ALE? When a simulation fails, the user asks where the failure occurred and why. In terms of where, users typically localize failures to a specific mesh zone. The why is typically expressed in terms of derived metrics using mesh quality and physical quantities for that zone. Users then adjust parameters based on these metrics to prevent similar failures in the future (e.g., relax zone if its metric is above a certain threshold).
Since mesh relaxation decisions can be made at the zonelevel, it seems natural to represent a zone z as a learning instance i, the metrics calculated on z as features X of i, and the failure state of z as the class of i. Given that mesh zones evolve over the course of a simulation, we also need to represent the values of both zone metrics and failure states as they change over time. Therefore, we propose the following representation. Given a zone z at simulation time (or cycle) t: 1) a learning instance i is a pair (z, t) 2) features X(i) are metrics of (z, t) 3) class of i is the failure state of z at cycle t For mesh tangling failures, which are the focus of this paper, users typically use mesh quality metrics [20] to examine the failed zones. These metrics reveal different aspects of how well shaped a mesh zone is. Note that poorly shaped zones may not always indicate failures. For example, in coupled radiation transport and hydrodynamics simulations, long thin zones, which are typically considered to be poorly shaped, are necessary to capture the propagation of radiation through a medium. This is precisely what makes using ALE simulations so challenging. 
B. Generating Labeled Data
Unlike traditional machine learning applications where researchers have assembled databases of labeled data for training and testing, we do not have a database of ALE simulation failures. Assembling an initial set of failure examples associated with different ALE simulations is one of the contributions of this work. Our strategy for generating labeled data is to utilize well-known test problems used in developing ALE codes [5] , [6] . Our goal is to generate a large set of diverse labeled data to train a predictive model.
Given a test problem, in order to generate many failure examples, we run an ALE code in the Lagrangian mode as much as possible. This ensures that we will encounter the most mesh tangling failures for that problem. Once we encounter a tangled mesh zone, we save its ID in a list of failed zones, rollback the simulation, and re-run. In the next run, we relax only zones on the failed zone list. This allows us to overcome all the previous tangled mesh zones, as well as ensure that other soon-to-fail zones will eventually achieve their tangling.
We identify tangled zones by checking side, corner and volume for negative values. Our labeling mechanism consists of looping over all zones to check for these negative conditions. For each tangled zone, we output its metrics at the failure cycle to assemble our database of positive class examples.
For training data, we also need negative class examples, i.e., non-tangled zones. For these examples, in theory, we can use all the mesh zones from all the cycles prior to any tangling events. In practice, however, using all the zones from all the cycles will be computationally burdensome. For our experiments, we sub-sampled the cycles to generate the negative class examples (see Section IV for more details).
C. Predicting Failures
The learning instances, features, and class labels described above provide a basis for learning a classifier to discriminate failed zones from non-failed zones. However, a successful ALE strategy requires predicting failures before they occur so that mesh relaxation can be applied to avoid those failures. To predict failures, we must build a model that can identify the characteristics of soon-to-fail zones. Our approach is to train a predictive model using the time history of failed zones, by augmenting the positive class examples with metrics from those zones in the cycles prior to failure.
As for how to label these soon-to-fail zones, we want to assign values that can encode time to failure information for each failed zone. One option would be to use the number of cycles prior to failure as the label value; however, this option may not generalize well, due to the varying time scales of different multi-physics simulations. Instead, we designed a transition function φ(z f ,t) = 1− 1 T (t f − t) to produce label values, such that T is the number of cycles in the time history and (z f ,t f ) is a failure instance. Essentially, φ maps the time interval [t f − T, t f ] to [0, 1] linearly to produce labels for soonto-fail zones. In this fashion, φ can be viewed as an indicator for risk of failure, such that 0 means no risk and 1 means already failed. Now we can apply supervised learning to solve a regression problem where the response variable is φ and the regressors are the zone metrics.
D. Learning Algorithm
The learning framework described above is flexible enough to incorporate any supervised learning algorithm that supports regression. That said, there are practical reasons to prefer one algorithm over another. In particular, since the focus of this work is on formulating the ALE application as a learning problem, we want a learner that "just works" and does not require a lot of engineering of the algorithm itself. For this reason, we chose the random forest [4] algorithm.
A random forest is an ensemble approach, which aggregates the predictions of numerous "weak" decision-tree learners to produce a single "strong learner." Random forests provide an expressive representation, capable of modeling complex (i.e., non-linear) relationships between variables of different types (e.g., continuous and categorical). They are forgiving and robust to high-dimensional feature spaces, large training sets, and redundancy (i.e., correlations) in both features and training examples. Most importantly, random forests tend to perform well "out of the box" without requiring tuning of hyper-parameters or manual specification of model structure.
E. ALE Code Integration
In order to evaluate our proposed supervised learning framework for predicting ALE simulation failures, we need to integrate the learning and inference algorithms into an ALE code. We chose to use KULL [18] , which is an ALE code for modeling high energy density physics, due to its software maturity and production usage. Since KULL provides a python interface, we decided to use the scikit-learn package for the random forest algorithm. KULL also links to the Verdict library [20] , which we used to compute the mesh quality metrics. The software library that we developed for this integration is called LAGER (Learning Algorithm-Generated Empirical Relaxer).
One way to demonstrate the utility of our framework is to use the predicted value φ as part of a relaxation strategy. Mesh relaxation in KULL occurs on a node by node basis. In order to incorporate φ, we need to make the transition from the zonebased predictions of when failures occur to the node-based decisions of how much to relax. To do this, we developed a simple method that averages the predictions from the adjacent zones of a given node. Specifically, we assign a value Φ(n, t) = 1 N N a=1 φ(z a ,t) to each node n at cycle t, where N is the number of adjacent zones (z a ) of node n.
We take advantage of a functionality built into KULL that performs the Eulerian relaxation step for every node at every cycle. Thus KULL calculates a relaxation vectorv for each node, which we can scale by its associated Φ value. Hence the relaxation for that node is scaled according to the predicted risk of tangling in its adjacent zones. In this way, LAGER can dynamically and smoothly control the amount of relaxation taking place at any node in the mesh during each cycle.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For our experimental results, we use two well-known test problems, implemented in KULL, that have been used for developing ALE codes. These problems are described below.
1) Bubble Shock: Models a planar shock traveling through a spherical helium bubble in air from the right side of the geometry. The geometry is idealized and defined on a cylindrically symmetric mesh in RZ coordinates.
2) Shock Tube: Models a planar shock traveling through an air/SF6 interface and generating a Richtmeyer-Meshkov instability. It is simulated on a 3D mesh "slab" that is only one zone thick in the Z dimension.
A. Framework Evaluation
In Section III, we presented various design choices for the supervised learning framework. To better understand the implications of these design choices, we seek to answer the following questions: Are the features (in III-A) useful for distinguishing failures from non-failures? How effective is our procedure (in III-B) for generating labeled data? Is time history of failures (in III-C) suitable for predicting failures? To answer these questions, we conduct the following experiments to compare failures against 1) non-failures, 2) other failures, and 3) their time histories. We use the Bubble Shock test problem, for which our labeling procedure produced 140 unique failures. For the comparisons, we use a feature distance measure based on the the mesh quality metrics presented in Table I . For the distance measure, we first standardize features such that each has mean (μ) of 0 and standard deviation (σ) of 1 across all instances:X =(X − μ)/σ. To compute the standardized feature distance between two instances i and j, we use Euclidean distance:
1) Non-Failures Comparison:
For this experiment, we want to determine if failures are distinguishable from non-failures using feature distance. To facilitate this comparison, we define the average feature distance between a zone z and all other zones at cycle t as:
where M is the number of mesh zones. We compute Δ(z, t) for every failed zone z f and for every cycle t in [0,t f ]. Figure 3 shows the Δ(z, t) curves for two representative failed zones as solid lines: fail0 (red) and fail6 (blue). For a baseline comparison, we plot the averaged Δ(z, t) curve (gray) for all 11,560 mesh zones, along with error bars to represent its σ. From cycles 0 to 4000, both fail0 and fail6 are near the averaged Δ(z, t) curve. After cycle 4000, both curves drastically increase in their feature distance, due to the deformation caused by the impinging shock wave. These results show that using our chosen features, failed zones exhibit characteristics that clearly distinguishes them from non-failed zones well before the failure occurs.
2) Other Failures Comparison: For this experiment, we want to determine if our labeling procedure can generate a diverse set of failures (i.e., failures with feature diversity). For this comparison, we compute the feature distance δ(i f ,j f ) between all pairs of failures. We plot the resulting distance matrix using a grayscale colormap, with 0 as white and 16.8 as black. Figure 4(a) shows the distance matrix in the natural order in which the failures were generated, and Figure 4 (b) shows a re-ordering using hierarchical clustering (hclust function in R) to reveal block structures indicating similarities.
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3) Time History Comparison:
For this experiment, we want to determine if time history of failures can be used to predict risk of failure. Given that some of the features can change drastically during failure, we need to ascertain if the φ values assigned for soon-to-fail zones are suitable. For this comparsion, we compute the feature distance δ ((z f ,t) , (z f ,t f )) for every failed zone z f and for every cycle t in [0,t f ]. Figure 3 shows the time history curves for fail0 (red) and fail6 (blue) as dashed lines. At t f , the distance is obviously 0. As we move away from t f , the distance grows and reaches a plateau during the pre-shock phase of the simulation. These results show that the time history curves do not exhibit noticeable random fluctations, which would make predictions more difficult; in fact, the curve segments preceding t f appear almost linear, which our φ function is designed to capture.
B. Learning Evaluation
Once we have generated labeled data, we run the random forest algorithm to train a model for predicting risk of failure. To better understand the performance of our supervised learning framework, we seek to answer the following questions: How well does the learnt model generalize to new simulation variations? What does the learning algorithm tell us about the features? How effective is our simple relaxation strategy at utilizing the predictions? To answer these questions, we run the following experiments using LAGER, which uses the RandomForestRegressor function in scikit-learn with the number of estimators (trees) set to 100.
For the learning experiments, we construct both training and testing sets by including all failures observed during the simulation, with time history (T ) set to 100 cycles, and a temporal sample of non-failures (every 1000 cycles up to the first failure cycle). The reasons for this approach are: 1) it can cleanly separate failures from non-failures, 2) it provides uniform coverage of both classes throughout the simulation, and 3) it is a reasonable approximation to the set of relaxation decisions that would be encountered in an actual simulation run. We evaluate each experiment by measuring the root-meansquare error (RMSE) on the task of predicting the φ values.
1) Simulation Variations:
Once we have a trained random forest model, we can evaluate it using data from other simulations. A simple way to produce simulations with similar physics is to vary the initial conditions of the original simulation. For Bubble Shock, we can vary the piston speed (shock strength) and the bubble density. We create a set of 8 × 8 simulations by varying piston speed (124.824) from 90-160 and bubble density (0.182) from 0.15-0.22.
We evaluate model performance using these 64 simulations. Figure 5 (a) shows the resulting 8 × 8 RMSE matrix using the viridis colormap. We observe that: 1) there is significant variance in performance on the 64 test simulations and 2) performance generally decreases as distance between training and test simulations increases (i.e., as we move away from the center of the colormap). This indicates that variance is a significant source of error (i.e., we are overfitting the training data) and we would benefit from training on more diverse data.
To better understand how training data affects performance, we vary the number of failure examples (F ) available at training time, from 5 to 135. The learning curves in Figure 6 show the mean RMSE over 10 trials for each F value and test set (error bars represent standard error). As F increases, we observe an initial decrease in RMSE. When train and test simulations are similar (e.g., piston=120/density=0.18) performance continues to improve with more data. When training and test simulations differ (e.g., piston=160), performance tops-out quickly and may even decrease with more data. This is consistent with the high RMSE we see in Figure 5 (b) for piston=160 and again indicates important differences between data from individual simulation variations.
Figures 5(a) and 6 suggest that generalization performance may improve by training across multiple simulation variations. We evaluate this hypothesis by training on data from 63 of 64 simulations and testing on the one simulation not used for training. Repeating this leave-one-out cross-validation procedure for each of the 64 test simulations, we obtain the result in Figure 5 2) Feature Importance: Of the 16 mesh quality metrics chosen as features, we ask which are most informative (or important), since this knowledge will help ALE users design more effective relaxation strategies. One way to measure this is by using the gini importance, which is calculated during the training of the random forest. It is based on how often a feature is chosen for a split and how well that split separates the data into classes. 3) Relaxation Strategy: Once we have a learnt model, we can use it in similar simulations to predict risk of failure. One way to use these predictions is in a relaxation strategy as we described in Section III-E for LAGER. To evaluate that relaxation strategy, we trained models for both Bubble Shock and Shock Tube, and then applied those models to run those test problems using only LAGER and no other ALE parameters. Table III shows the comparisons between an ALE user developed strategy and the LAGER strategy, in terms of the minimum time step (ΔT ) and the number of cycles required to reach goal time. For both problems, we were able to run the simulation to completion (goal time) without encountering any mesh tangling failures. Also, the simulation time step (ΔT ) was kept appropriately large, allowing LAGER to reach goal time in fewer cycles than the ALE user strategy. Figure 7 shows the visualization of both simulations using the LAGER strategy, as well as the predicted φ values.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a supervised learning framework for predicting conditions leading to ALE simulation failures. We presented a novel learning representation for ALE simulations, along with procedures for generating labeled data and training a predictive model. We integrated this framework into an ALE code for testing and evaluation. We designed a set of experiments to analyze the predictability of failures using feature distance, and to evaluate the performance of our learning framework. Finally, we showed how to incorporate the predictions into an actual relaxation strategy and demonstrated its usage for two well-known test problems. Our results suggest a number directions for further research. First, Figure 3 shows that zone features provide quite a bit of early warning leading up to failure. This indicates that we may be able to improve predictive performance by optimizing our use of failure time history. Key questions include: 1) How much time history to consider? and 2) Which transition function to use (i.e., how quickly to discount historical data)?
Our approach to generating class labels and choosing training instances is conservative in the sense that the negative zones are drawn from a simulation time well before any failures occur. However, we may be able to fit a tighter decision boundary, and therefore improve performance, by training on non-failed zones that are spatio-temporal neighbors of failed zones. The difficulty is that we cannot know which zones may have failed had their neighbors not been relaxed. Questions here include: 1) Can we reduce noise in the negative labels (e.g., by clustering instances in feature space)? 2) Does including negative instances from failure periods in the simulation improve performance?
Finally, this work focused on guiding ALE simulations to completion. However, it is equally important that the simulated physics is accurate. Unfortunately, this is much harder to judge. The core question is: Given two ALE strategies that that produce different solutions, which is better? Among the approaches we plan to investigate are: 1) tracking total mesh relaxation (intuitively less is better) and 2) evaluating physics metrics as indicators for physical (in)accuracy.
